In its continuous advocacy to service, the DLSU Library introduced another service called **Text LORA**. Starting February 17, 2011, individuals can communicate with the DLSU Library not only through e-mail via **Ask LORA** or through chatting via **Chat with LORA**. Now, researchers can also send short message service or SMS through its latest service, the Text LORA service.

Through Text LORA, library users can (1) send queries that require brief answers; (2) receive answers to brief queries even beyond library service hours; and, (3) get responses from the Library at the quickest possible time.

Text LORA’s first month was very promising. For the first 12 days (February 17-28, 2011) the said service received a total of 41 messages from 21 individuals both from in and out of the DLSU Academic Community. Most of the queries received from patrons outside the Academic community were questions concerning guidelines for visiting users. While patrons from inside DLSU mostly asked about how to use the online services and facilities of the Library, such as online renewal of books and accessing online databases. All text queries were received between 10:26 a.m. until 7:08 p.m., except for one query, which was sent at 7:52 a.m.

---

The **DLSU Library Internship Program: from the participant’s point of view**

The Library Internship Program kicked-off on February 01, 2011. This program is one of the outreach arms of the Library. It aims to train graduating library and information science students on the different librarian tasks by exposing them to the different basic library and information duties. The Library, though Dir. Ana Fresnido, communicated with different school coordinators in order to have formal tie-up with the school’s curriculum.

Among the very first participants of the program were twelve students, 10 from the Philippine Normal University (PNU) and 2 from the Polytechnic University of the Philippines (PUP). The said program was facilitated by Ms. Marita Valerio, cataloger.

The first day started with an orientation about the Library’s collection, services, programs and facilities. The orientation was conducted by M. Valerio. After the brief orientation, the participants were toured all over the Library.

Different thoughts were running the participant’s minds while having the tour. One of the participants, Ricardo A. Sarmiento of PNU thought about working as an intern in DLSU Library is a dream-come-true. “I often dreamed how it was working...”
Library Customer Service and Skills Upgrade Training Program

In its continuous aim to render the best service to its customers, the DLSU Library, through its ad hoc committee on Roving Reference, conducted a two-day seminar for the participants to be able to (1) acquire adequate knowledge about the Library’s policies, procedures, services, collection and programs; (2) improve library skills; and (3) determine different strategies in rendering quality service and applying them to their areas of work.

The first day of the training program was themed “Library customer service and skills upgrade training program.” During this day, several library personnel were tasked to talk about their services and collection. The training proper started with the presentations of Wilfredo Frias, Jr. and Harold Franco, both from the Information-Reference. Frias talked about the different services being offered at the Information-Reference, the most frequent questions being asked, as well as several tips in answering reference queries. Franco, on the other hand, talked about the competencies needed to be working at the said area of the Library. Library’s most loved personnel, Avelino Dancalan, talked about the processes involved in the operations of the Systems Services, including the reservation procedures of rooms located all over the University campus. Vivian Soriente, Circulation Librarian, discussed the different policies governing circulation of books. She also tackled some issues in running Circulation, such as settling lost/damage books, unpaid fines and others.

After lunch, Reynaldo Jimenez, Media specialist, treated the participants to a brief but thorough demonstration of operating different kinds of projectors. Jimenez exhibited actual equipment such as an opaque projector, an over head projector, a multimedia projector and other projectors for a better appreciation by an ordinary library user. He also discussed the different services IMS offers. Next to present was Jocelyn Balangue, Filipiniana Librarian. Balangue talked about the background of Filipiniana and its collection, paying extra emphasis on the importance of the preservation file. Elizabeth Padilla, head of the Readers Services and Periodicals Librarian, on the other hand, tackled on the different policies and procedures governing the Periodicals. Next presenter was Annabelle...
Aliwalas, head of the University Archives. She gave updates on the things happening in her jurisdiction. She also talked about the digitization project, how to access the collections in the Archives, and some issues on copyright.

Ms. Janice Penaflor, the activity’s master of ceremony, had her share of the floor when she introduced the revitalized American Studies Resource Center. She informed everyone about the activities in store for ASRC, as well as the Center’s new head and its associate, Library Director Ms. Ana Fresnido, and herself, respectively.

The second day of the training program was reserved solely on the topic of quality service management. The Library invited no other than the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Services, Mr. Edwin P. Santiago, to be the resource speaker for the whole day. “Sir Edwin”, as he is fondly called by library staff, lectured about the importance of rendering quality service. He equated all the theories he presented, with the different services being provided by the Library. He introduced different kinds of management but emphasized on coffee-stain management, where participants were grouped and sent to different areas in the Library to look for coffee-stains. He ended his lecture by presenting the 4C’s of customer service, which are: (1) Courtesy; (2) Convenience, the provision of convenience to customers; (3) Commitment; and, (4) Competence.

The two-day activity was not only perceived as a “training project being fulfilled” by the Library staff, it but also acted as a breather, a time to bond with fellow library staff, and a venue to get to know each and everyone in the Library better.
The De La Salle University and the International Labour Organization (ILO) marked January 31, 2011 as the day to forge partnership. Mr. Lawrence Jeff Johnson, ILO Director, Country Office in Manila and DLSU Chancellor Br. Ricardo P. Laguda FSC, together with Library Director, Ms. Ana Fresnido, signed the Memorandum of Agreement instituting two “ILO Knowledge Corners”, namely, one (1) in the Main Library and one (1) in the Makati Extension Campus (MEC) Library.

During the program, emceed by MEC Librarian Mr. Joseph Yap, Mr. Johnson talked about the ILO objectives in putting up knowledge corners in different educational institutions. He specifically stressed the need for awareness among young people on the current employment situation not only in the Philippines, but worldwide. ILO believes that addressing this need means continuously making ILO publications available to constituents and other concerned individuals through its constituent offices, bookshops, universities, and libraries; thus the forging of partnership with DLSU. Br. Ricky Laguda, in his response, said that ILO and DLSU’s missions do not differ much in terms of improving the condition of labor in the country and uplifting the economy by eradicating unemployment. Br. Ricky earnestly thanked the ILO for choosing not just for one but two DLSU libraries—the Main Library and the MEC Library, as their newest knowledge repositories.

The event took place at 4:30 p.m. at the European Documentation Centre, De La Salle University Library.
True to its mission of revitalizing its programs, the American Studies Resource Center (ASRC) came up with twin programs for the months of January and February 2011.

**Martin Luther King Jr. Day**

Every third Monday of January each year, Americans commemorate the life and legacy of an important leader and civil rights hero as they celebrate Martin Luther King Day. Dr. King fought for racial equality and civil rights in the United States. Parades, exhibits, film festivals, awarding ceremonies and other various activities are usually lined-up for the holiday. MLK Day however, is not only a tribute and celebration but more importantly, a day of service. He once remarked, “Life’s most persistent and urgent question is: ‘What are you doing for others?’” Hence, in the spirit of King’s Day, American Studies Resource Center (ASRC) finds this an opportune time to go out to perform a simple act of service. An outreach activity was then organized for the students at St. La Salle Preschool, the school established jointly by DLSU and DLS-College of St. Benilde. St. La Salle Preschool provides quality education to the underprivileged children living Leveriza and neighboring areas. The goal of the activity was for the kids to enjoy, have fun and at the same time learn something about the life of Martin Luther King Jr.

MLK Jr. was introduced to the eleven preschoolers on January 17 through the different activities prepared for them. They listened to a story about the life and dreams of Dr. King and tried their coloring skills through the “Color MLK Jr.’s Portrait” activity. They even got to pick who wins the prize for the most nicely colored picture. Students were also asked to write or draw their dreams on a hand pattern. Their ‘dreams’ were pasted on the board with an “I have a dream” label, which is also the title of MLK Jr.’s most famous speech.

Prizes and loot bags were given out to the children who were certainly delighted and pleased with what they received. Each child was also given a gift parcel from the US Embassy Manila consisting of crayons, pencils, coloring books and story books. The activity was concluded with a snack treat for the young people. The school was given book donations, as well. On the whole, besides learning about the life and times of a great man, who led millions of African-Americans to fight for freedom and racial equality, the kids certainly had a wonderful time participating in the activities.
Presidents Day Celebration

Besides Valentine’s Day, Presidents Day (or Presidents’ Day), is another reason for Americans to look forward to in the month of February. Presidents Day (or Presidents’ Day), also known as Washington Day is a federal holiday, originally celebrated on the 22nd of February, the birthday of the first president of the United States. By 1968, the third Monday of February was designated as a day to honor all the leaders who served in office as President of the United States. Presidents Day is a good chance to know more about American History, especially the life and contributions of its country leaders. Thus, ASRC held a film showing and “Know the US Presidents” contest to commemorate this holiday.

Twelve Philippine Normal University (PNU) and Polytechnic University (PUP) Library Science students were invited to participate in the film showing and contest. Incidentally, the students participants were having their On-the-Job-Training at the DLSU Library for the entire month of February. The 2008 movie, “Frost/Nixon” was shown. This is a historical drama film about the Frost-Nixon interviews of 1977 which was dramatized on the play by Peter Morgan in 2006. (President Richard Nixon was the first president to resign from office due to the Watergate Scandal.) After the film showing, students were asked questions about the movie and those who were able to answer correctly received a special prize. Before the contest, a PowerPoint™ presentation showing all the presidents of the United States and their most significant contributions including some fun facts about them, was conducted.

The “Know the US Presidents” contest stirred excitement and anticipation on part of the students. In the first elimination round, students were asked to identify the picture showed to each of them. All the students who answered correctly moved on the next round of the contest which is a quiz about the US Presidents. They were asked to pick between choices A & B for the best answer. Students who gave the incorrect letter of the answer were eliminated until the last three students remained to compete for the 3rd, 2nd and 1st place respectively. Prizes were given away to the lucky winners.
Library welcomes Joanna Siapno

Ms. Joanna Ocampo Siapno is DLSU Library’s latest asset. She started her new job on January 05, 2011. Joanna finished her Bachelor of Library and Information Science degree, cum laude, at the University of the Philippines Diliman School of Library and Information Science in 2003. She also finished her masters degree at on the said institution in 2010. Her special problem, a requirement for completing the Master of Library and Information Science degree, was entitled A Survey on the Status of Filipiniana Rare Books in Selected Institutions in Metro Manila.

Prior to being employed in the DLSU Library, Joanna’s first experience as a librarian, was at the Judge Juan Luna High School in Quezon City. As school librarian, she worked all-around, from assisting and educating students on the use of library facilities, cataloging materials and even assisting in IT-related tasks. Two years after, she moved to the University of Perpetual Help System Delta (UPHSD), where she worked as a high school librarian for 5 years. At UPHSD, she was exposed to tasks, such as – responding to reference queries, extending assistance in searching information, compiling periodical clippings and preparing inventory reports, among others.

As a newcomer, Joanna shares her views and perceptions about La Salle...

Being in the academe for so many years, I have learned that colors matter to each institution. Colors represent and identify them. And for this, I have always associated De La Salle University with the color green. Along with many others, within or beyond academic communities, I would say that La Salle equals green and green equals La Salle.

But past this green mantra, there is more to La Salle especially when you become part of it which I did when the new year started. Just like every newcomer, I was apprehensive with the changes I was about to undertake as member of the University Library but at the same time really felt fortunate for the opportunity. Instantly, the worries disappeared because of the warm welcome, my colleagues’ assistance at hand and the overall friendly atmosphere. I’m also inspired by everyone’s attitude towards work in line with the university’s mission.

I was assigned in the Technical Services as the cataloging librarian. Each day, I enjoy learning a thing or two. It is actually the first time in my librarianship career to focus in one aspect. But besides this, versatility is expected above all as school librarian, was at the Judge Juan Luna High School in Quezon City. As school librarian, she worked all-around, from assisting and educating students on the use of library facilities, cataloging materials and even assisting in IT-related tasks. Two years after, she moved to the University of Perpetual Help System Delta (UPHSD), where she worked as a high school librarian for 5 years. At UPHSD, she was exposed to tasks, such as – responding to reference queries, extending assistance in searching information, compiling periodical clippings and preparing inventory reports, among others.

As a newcomer, Joanna shares her views and perceptions about La Salle...

Being in the academe for so many years, I have learned that colors matter to each institution. Colors represent and identify them. And for this, I have always associated De La Salle University with the color green. Along with many others, within or beyond academic communities, I would say that La Salle equals green and green equals La Salle.

But past this green mantra, there is more to La Salle especially when you become part of it which I did when the new year started. Just like every newcomer, I was apprehensive with the changes I was about to undertake as member of the University Library but at the same time really felt fortunate for the opportunity. Instantly, the worries disappeared because of the warm welcome, my colleagues’ assistance at hand and the overall friendly atmosphere. I’m also inspired by everyone’s attitude towards work in line with the university’s mission.

I was assigned in the Technical Services as the cataloging librarian. Each day, I enjoy learning a thing or two. It is actually the first time in my librarianship career to focus in one aspect. But besides this, versatility is expected above everyone’s major task and I am up to the challenges.

The university upholds excellence, scholarship, charity and faith which are very much evident in the Lasallian community. And yes, green – advocating environmental protection and restoration through its policies and future plans. Indeed, the first months have been a wealth of learning and great experiences. I’m certain there a lot more to discover as time passes.

Literally though, there are a lot of green in the university - buildings, chairs, benches, doors, signages, tiles, office cubicles, and even the cataloger’s processing slips! But it is alright, because green has always been pleasant to my eyes. In celebration of DLSU’s centennial year, I just bought my first souvenir shirt. No wonder, the design that appealed to me most has the tag line... La Salle is Green.

Ramos, Yap, elected officers of librarian organizations

De La Salle University Library opened Calendar year 2011 with pride, as two of its librarians, namely, Roderick Ramos of the University Archives and Joseph Yap, Makati Extension Campus Librarian, were sworn in to office as leaders of professional organizations.

Roderick Ramos secured the most coveted post of president of the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Librarians (PAARL). He rose in rank in the said organization, from being PRO and then vice president, before getting hold of the presidential post. Being PAARL’s vice president the previous year, he was able to come up with successful forums, seminars and conferences. This year, as PAARL’s 33rd president, he promises to (1) increase advocacy and marketing of PAARL; (2) develop and manage the Organization’s financial resources; (3) increase its membership; and, (4) develop future leaders and advocates.

Joseph Yap, on the other hand, was voted a seat to the Board of the Association of Special Libraries of the Philippines (ASLP), a feat for one who just came in as a new recruit of the Association. Young and dynamic, and possessing the bearing of a leader, Yap was consequently elected Press Relations Officer (PRO) of ASLP. Prior to ASLP, Yap had been the past PRO and secretary of Medical and Health Librarians of the Philippines, or more popularly known as MAHLAP.
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at DLSU Library. Having rich, accurate and updated collection, using the most expensive library solution, surrounded with high caliber library staff and having demanding and scholarly cerebral library users, were some of the things I would want to know and experience in the library. Luckily, my wish was granted. Our head sent us to DLSU Library for a month on-the-job training.”

Most of the participants were anxious about spending 100 hours as intern in a library that has earned its mark in the world of librarianship. Sheila May T. Ralado, also form PNU, described their initial feelings: “The first time we step on the Library, we all felt insecure, afraid. We felt the coldness of the air conditioner in the building. We asked ourselves ‘what will happen next?’ and ‘what will happen to us for the next days?’”

Later on, Cherry Rose Ng added, “From the moment that we have entered the De La Salle Library, amazement and admiration can be seen on our faces. Starting from the staff, facilities, collections, and the whole library set-up, it was undoubtedly great and ideal. At first, we have mixed emotions of excitement and tension but it all vanished because of the warm welcome and spirit of hospitality manifested by the librarians and staff. One of the librarians, Ms. Marita Valerio, once said to us ‘Don’t be nervous, all you have to do is to embrace the knowledge and have the winning spirit.’”

Rona Patricia Rosales continued, “But, perhaps, our fear and trepidation wasn’t exactly necessary. To say that the staff of the library was welcoming would be an understatement. We were able to refresh what we learned in classes and see how they play out in a real-life setting. Our ‘mentors’ imparted in us the knowledge they had and made it interesting. Their experiences, advises and encouragements had cemented in our minds that we indeed chose the right field.”

The participants enjoyed working in the Library while learning new skills. Some loved working at the Technical Services, while others enjoyed being in the Readers Services more. Rose Ann Espinosa narrated her experience at the Technical Services: “Being at the Technical [Services] for the first part of our training at De La Salle Library was far more difficult than I expected. We faced a lot of problems but we tried to make things work the way it should be. I did technical participants were keen on working in special libraries because they thought it was cool to work in the said environment. But the Library, together with its services, operations, facilities and staff, convinced the group that academic library is the best type of library. Anne Sherina Anos specifically confessed, “It changes my view that special library is more enjoyable. I really love to work in an academic library now. Because of the experience that I had, I want to work at DLSU Library even as a [an ordinary] staff, hoping to be promoted after I pass the board exam and finish my master’s degree. I will never regret spending my training at DLSU library. I am proud to include DLSU library on my resume. It was the best experience I ever had.”

Bidding the Library goodbye was not easy for them. They got so immersed with the work inside that they wished the internship program was longer. Ma. Noida Bañares summarized her stay in the Library, “Today would be the last day of our OJT in De La Salle Library. The expectations that I was expecting was actually met. I really learned lots of things. When we worked here, we didn’t feel that we were still students. We felt we were already professional librarians. Why? Because they let us experience the true world of librarianship. We worked as if we were employees. And though being a librarian wasn’t really my first choice, I’ve learned to love it because of the people here at the De La Salle Library. Now, I would be saying that I am proud that I took this course and I’m proud to be a librarian.”

Lizette Carillo only has fine words for her internship experience, “Impressive! High tech! Challenging! These are the adjectives that would describe [my] impression of being intern [at De La Salle University Library]. [I] conclude that working at De La Salle is a good opportunity and a challenge as well.”
The DLSU-M Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

**Visitors & Donors January - February 2011**

### Visitors

**January**

- **20** Br. Antonio Servando FSC  
  De La Salle Lipa,  
  1962 J.P. Laurel National Highway, Lipa City  
  4217 Philippines

- **24** Marlene Patron  
  De La Salle Araneta University,  
  Malabon City

- **Lilia Isidro**  
  De La Salle Araneta University,  
  Malabon City

- **Joanna Camante**  
  De La Salle Araneta University,  
  Malabon City

- **31** Noel Encabo  
  Cebu Normal University,  
  Cebu City

- **Helen B.**  
  Cebu Normal University,  
  Cebu City

- **Felomina Dayagbil**  
  Cebu Normal University,  
  Cebu City

**February**

- **16** Prisamai Rijkokool  
  Ateneo University, Thailand

- **23** Hannah De La Pena  
  LCC-Bacolod

- **24** Janlus Zunuga  
  Central Philippine University,  
  Iloilo City

### Donors

The DLSU-M Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

**January - February 2011**

- Bautista, Ma. Lourdes S.
- Chua, Michael Charleston
- Department of Finance
- Embajada de Espana
- Erguiza, Narciso
- International Organization for Migration
- Japanese Literature Publishing & Promotion Center
- Marco, Jesusa
- Northeast Asian History Foundation
- Patalinghug, Wyona
- Santiago, Edwin P.
- Scheiter, Joseph
- Sison, Raymund
- Solidaridad Bookshop
- Thai Embassy
- Yokohama National University

---

**Recent Acquisitions**

1. **Books**

   **B – Philosophy (General)**
   
   The making of a Filipino philosopher and other essays / Rolando M. Gripalado; foreword, Daniel Kroger. B5221 .G74 2009. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   **BV – Practical Theology**
   
   Dialogue and faith : a Philippine view / Leonardo N. Mercado. BV4495 .M47 2009b. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   **DS – History of Asia**
   
   Balikbayang sinta : an E. San Juan reader / E. San Juan, Jr. DS668 .S24 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   Lumina pandit : a collection of historical treasures / Angel Aparicio, editor. DS661 .L85 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   Luz Vi Minda : a quick and gamely tour of the Philippine past / Nilo G. Ganacias. DS667 .G36 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   The magic of the Philippines / [Nigel Hicks]. DS660 .H4 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   Philippine tourist destinations / Paul L. So ; [researched by Mari Jane Bugarin-Mabato ; edited by Mercedes L. Ezpeleta]. DS660 .S6 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   Policing America's empire: the United States, the Philippines, and the rise of the surveillance state / Alfred W. McCoy. DS685 .M34 2009. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   **GN - Anthropology**
   
   Mindanao ethnohistory beyond nations: Maguindanao, Sangir, and Bagobo societies in East Maritime Southeast Asia / Shinzo Hayase. GN671.P6 H3913 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   **HD – Industries. Land Use. Labor**
   
   Carper: the triumph of the Philippine peasantry / [written by Ernesto Lim, Jr. ... et al. ; edited by Ernesto Lim, Jr, Conrad S. Tolento and Maricel A. Tolento]. HD1333.P6 L55 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   Trilateral monopoly: mythology of destructive creation / Armando Armas, Jr. HD2905 .A75 2009b. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

   **HE – Transportation and Communications**
   
   Joyride: more than roads & bridges. HE365.P6 J69 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana
HF - Commerce

Human resource management: [from the practitioner's point of view] / Ranulfo P. Payos. HF5549.2.P6 P39 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Introduction to accounting / Artemio T. Saguinsin. HF5635 .S237 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

HG - Finance


Money, credit and banking / Cristobal M. Pagoso. HG3314 .P34 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

HN – Social History and Conditions. Social Problems. Social Reforms

Quo vadis Philippines? / by Jose T. Apolo. HN713.5 .A66 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

HQ – The Family. Marriage. Women

Children of global migration: transnational families and gendered woes / Rhacel Salazar Parrenas. HQ792.P6 P37 2006. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

JQ – Political Institutions and Public Administrations (Asia, Africa, Australia, Pacific Area, etc.)

Politics, governance and the Philippine Constitution / Dionesio C. Rivas, Michael M. Nael. JQ1411 .R58 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

JV – Colonies and Colonization. Emigration and Immigration. International Migration

Underground in Japan / Rey Ventura. JV6225.V46 2006. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

KPM – Law (Philippines)

Bar exam notes: persons and family relations / RBSI Editorial Staff. KPM511 .B37 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana; AGH Library

Comments on Fire Code of the Philippines / Reynaldo B. Aralar. KPM1568.A32008 A7 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Constitutional law: a Barrister's companion / by Cecilio D. Duka. KPM1750 .D44 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Constitutional structure and powers of government : notes and cases / by Joaquin G. Bernas. KPM1750 .B45 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana; AGH Library

Disquisitions on the 1987 Constitution of the Philippines / Reynaldo B. Aralar. KPM1744.51987 A74 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Family Code of the Philippines: law and jurisprudence / Reynaldo B. Aralar. KPM534.31987 A52 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Fundamentals of Philippine income taxation / Indalicio P. Conti. KPM2832 .C66 2009. 4th Floor, Filipiniana; AGH Library

The income tax simplified: [a handbook for the non-accounting student, a guide for the do-it-yourself taxpayer] / by Virgilio D. Reyes. KPM2832 .R49 2011. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

The law on obligations and contracts / Miguela Ancheta Luna. KPM810 .L86 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

The law on partnerships and private corporations / by Hector S. De Leon. KPM953.5 .A28 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana


The new Rent Control Law: ang bagong batas sa pagpapaupa : (Questions and answers on Republic Act No. 9653 in English and Filipino) / Norma Chionglo-Sia. KPM690 .S5 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana; AGH Library

Student's manual on the constitution / Hector S. De Leon and Hector M. De Leon, Jr. KPM1750 .D44 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

We, the sovereign Filipino people: the book of seven Filipino constitutions, 1897-1987 / Rene V. Sarmiento ; foreword by Antonio V. Panganiban. KPM1760 .S37 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana; AGH Library

LB – Theory and Practice of Education

Building bridges across disciplines in basic education: a sourcebook in curriculum integration and thematic teaching / Lydia N. Agno. LB2806.15 .A36 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

ML – Literature on Music

A man and his music: [an autobiography] / Angel M. Pena. ML419.P46 A3 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

P – Philology. Linguistics

Mabisang komunikasyon sa akademikong Filipino / Teresita T. Galang ... [et al.]. P91.5P6 .M3 2009. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

PG – Slavic Languages. Baltic Languages. Albanian Languages

Kaaway / Maxim Gorky; salin ni Bienvenido Lumera. PG3463. V7 .L8519 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

PJ – Oriental Languages and Literature

Arabic for all: with Filipino-English-Arabic dictionary / Margani U. Mohammad ; foreword by Aboulkhair S. Tarason. PJ6309 .M64 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

PL – Languages and Literatures of Eastern Asia, Africa, Oceania

Alyas Juan de la Cruz at iba pang kuwento / Placido R. Parcero, Jr.
PL6165.4.P3538 A49 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana
Kasapunggal a sampaga / Renato Bonus Alzadon. PL6184.4.A48 K37 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Kawatasan: obrang poeta laureado / Joel Pabustan Mallari, talapanulip amanu. PL6182 .K38 2010. 4th Floor, Filipiniana


PS – Philippine Literature in English
Into the country of standing men / Rey Ventura. PS9993.V3986 I57 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Retrato ng artista bilang Filipino: isang elehiya na may tatlong taggo / Nick Joaquin ; salin ni Bienvenido Lumbera. PS9993. J62 P6719 2007. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Why we are hungry: rats in the kitchen, carabaos in the closet / F. Sionil Jose ; edited by Alejandro D. Padilla. PS9993.J68 W49 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

SH – Aquaculture. Fisheries. Angling

TD – Environmental Technology. Sanitary Engineering
Solid waste management principles and practices: an introduction to the basic functional elements of solid waste management, with special emphasis on the needs of developing countries / Filemon A. Uriarte, Jr. TD789. P6 U74 2008. 4th Floor, Filipiniana

Ten technologies to fix energy and climate / Chris Goodall. TD885.5.G73 G66 2009. 3rd Floor, Circulation


Electricity: devices, circuits, and materials / Thomas S. Kubala. TK146 .K8 2008. 3rd Floor, Circulation

Essentials of cognitive radio / Linda Doyle.

TK5103.4815 .D69 2009. 3rd Floor, Circulation

IP telephony: deploying VoIP protocols and IMS infrastructure / Olivier Hersent. TK5105.8865 .H47 2011. 3rd Floor, Circulation

Iterative receiver design / Henk Wymeersch. TK5103.7 .W95 2007. 3rd Floor, Circulation


Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks: theory and applications / Xiangyang Li. TK5103.2 .L5 2008. 3rd Floor, Circulation

Wireless communication systems: from RF subsystems to 4G enabling technologies / Ke-Lin Du and M.N.S. Swamy. TK5103.2 .D8 2010. 3rd Floor, Circulation

TP – Chemical Technology
Chemical engineering design / Ray Sinnott & Gavin Towler. TP155 .S58 2009. 3rd Floor, Circulation

TS – Manufactures
Applied metal forming: including FEM analysis / Henry S. Valberg. TS213 .V34 2010. 3rd Floor, Circulation

TX – Home Economics

2. Faculty Papers

• Almarinez, Billy Joel M.
  - Assessment of teratogenic influence of metformin on the mbrynic development of Anas platyrhyrichos

• Ancheta, Rica
  - Ang pagpapakataong Kristiyano at ang kaalamang bayang Filipino

• Aquino, Rosemarie C.
  - Factors that affect low academic performance of high school students at St. James Academy-Malabon City, SY 2009-2010

• Bautista, Cirilo F.
  - Breaking signs. Build with words
  - Breaking signs. Goodness and light
  - Breaking signs. Images in reserve
  - Breaking signs. A special place
  - Breaking signs. When life demands

• Bautista, Harold Paulo
  - Activity-based budgeting template
- New faculty contract templates for the Faculty Information System - Appendix A
  - Bautista, Marc
  - Greenlight. RH bill and the Kissinger report

- Berino, Dennis
  - Greenlight. Goal setting for the new year

- Caballero, Rhodora
  - Description of international students’ programs and services and compilation of procedures, flowcharts and guidelines for international students
  - Orientation for new international students

- Calimbahin, Cleo Anne A.
  - An institution reformed and deformed: the Commission on Elections
  - Capacity and compromise: Comelec, Namfrel and election fraud
  - Election administration in the 1953 and 2004 Philippine elections
  - Exceeding (low) expectations: Comelec and the 2010 elections
  - Retarding or promoting democracy: the Commission on Elections of the Philippines
  - Sultans of Southeast Asia: the Marcos and Suharto Regimes
  - The promise and pathology of democracy: the Commission on Elections

- Chavez, Joel M.
  - Salinity tolerance of the juvenile janitor fish (Loricariidae: Pterygoplichthys)
  - State of the BS Biology programs in the Philippines and an assessment of the effectiveness of CHED Memorandum Order No. 24 Series 2005
  - Assessment of janitor fish population in the Laguna de Bay basin
  - New Philippine record of South American sailfin catfishes (Pisces: Loricariidae)

- Concepcion, Camille M.
  - A strategic plan for Metrobank Card Corporation

- Cortez, Michael
  - Japan-Philippines free trade agreement: opportunities for the movement of workers
  - Migration under the Japan-Philippines free trade agreement

- Cruz, Elfren S.
  - Framework. 2011: a green centennial
  - Framework. Avoiding leadership mistakes
  - Framework. The Cory charisma
  - Framework. Ensuring business continuity
  - Framework. The soldier and society

- Cruz, Isagani R.
  - Mini critique. Analyzing general education
  - Mini critique. Educating for life
  - Mini critique. Interdisciplinarity

- De Castro, Renato
  - Engaging both the eagle and the dragon: the Philippines’ precarious and futile attempt in equi-balancing
  - Southeast Asian states amidst the Sino-Japanese strategic rivalry
  - Between the clawing eagle and ascendant dragon: the demise of the Philippines policy of hedging
  - De Guzman, Ma. Teresa
    - Panahunang-tawiran: ang tawirang pag-aakma ng mga Sambal Ayta sa pabago-bagong panahon
  - Dennis, Berino
    - The view from Taft. A biking president

- Eguia, Maria Rowena R.
  - Application of DNA-based markers in stock enhancement programs
  - Development of transgenic fish: scientific background
  - Electrophoretic studies of induced gynogenetic diploids and triploids in tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus and O. aureus)
  - Genetic changes during mass selection for growth of nile tilapia assessed by microsatellites
  - Genetic diversity in farmed Asian nile and red tilapia strains stocks evaluated from microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA analysis
  - Growth comparison of Asian nile and red tilapia strains in tank and lake-based rearing enclosures
  - Growth of five Asian red tilapia strains in saline environments
  - Growth response of three Oreochromis niloticus strains to feed restriction
  - Pag-aalaga ng tilapia
  - Paggapaanak ng tilapia
  - Reproductive performance of four red tilapia strains in different seed production systems
  - Tilapia brook stock and hatchery management
  - Tilapia farming in cages and ponds

- Estopace, Eden
  - Let the quest begin
  - Next in the mobile space: augmented reality
  - The sweetest gift
  - Text messaging for the blind: proudly Filipino
  - Women tweet like Venus, men like Mars

- Farooqi, Zeba
  - Genotoxic effects of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide in mouse bone marrow cells
  - In vivo assays for detection and evaluation of aneugens
  - Low-dose radiation-induced adaptive response in bone marrow cells of mice
  - The mouse splenocyte assay, an in vivo system for biological monitoring studies with x-rays, fission neutrons and bleomycin
  - Radioprotection by caffeine pre-and post-treatment in the bone marrow chromosomes of mice given whole-body irradiation
  - The use of biotechnology to reduce the dependency of crop plants on fertilizers, pesticides, and other agrochemicals
  - The use of fluorescence in situ hybridization for the detection of aneugens in cytokinesis-blocked mouse splenocytes

- Fernandez, Emil Adrian V.
  - Total environmental assessment for pulp and paper industry in the Philippines

- Fernando, Purisima
  - DLSU computer science print collection: an assessment

- Ferrer, Rodiel C.
  - An empirical analysis of audit risk assessed by top auditing firms: a
Philippine particularity
- Financial performance of selected publicly-listed corporations and the extent of compliance with IFRS: a test of Ross’ signaling theory
- Income statement disclosure: an international financial reporting standard compliance report of ten selected publicly-listed corporations in the manufacturing industry
- Level of risk management implementation and structure-related variables: their impact on firm’s earning per share
- Liquidity and financial leverage ratios: their impact on compliance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
- Speculative and pure risks: their impact on firms’ earnings per share
- The relationship between profitability and the level of compliance to the international financial reporting-standards of telecommunications industry in the Philippines

- **Filomeno, Kim Carl A.**
  - Cropwise: wireless crop monitoring and management system utilizing zigbee wireless technology

- **Galang, Adrianne John**
  - The prosocial psychopath: explaining the paradoxes of the creative personality

- **Gamayo, Delford S.**
  - Deployment of switches with security configuration

- **Gannaban, Maria Fe**
  - Analysis of selective linguistic items in spoken discourse: description of a Tagalog variety in Taguig

- **Garcia, Criselda F.**
  - Standard e-mail templates (for common helpdesk E-mail announcements)

- **Garing, Arnel Roland T.**
  - CSSRS.exe AND GOMEP.exe virus removal procedure

- **Gaspiillo, Pag-asa**
  - An investigation on the removal of arsenic from simulated groundwater by adsorption using iron and iron oxide [III]
  - Removal of arsenic from simulated groundwater by adsorption using iron-modified rice husk carbon

- **Guiogui, Miguel V.**
  - Analyzing the competitive performance of regions during the Marcos, Aquino and Ramos Administration
  - Making Kobe a more international city: some insights
  - Philippines: the role of the legislature and legislators in advancing the cause of peace in Mindanao
  - Philippines case study of transnational corporations in the Agro-based industries sector

- **Gustilo, Reggie**
  - Alarm systems for rain-induced sudden hazards

- **Hudtophan, Emiliano T.**
  - Greenlight. Retrospect and prospect

- **Huelgas, Aileen P.**
  - Flat-plate submerged membrane bioreactor for the treatment of higher-load graywater

- **Janaio, Gerardo**
  - Sulfur-rich CpCo (dithiolene) complexes: Isostructural or non-isoostructural couples of CpCo (III) with CpNi (III) diethiolene complexes
  - Synthesis of 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate-carbohydrate conjugate

- **Javier, Roberto, Jr.**
  - Madaling maging tao, mahirap magpakatao! Paninindigan, pagpapakatao at pakikipagkapwa-tao
  - Mahirap ka na nga, malulungkot ka pa, mas mahirap ‘yon!: pagiging masayahin at paraan ng pag-aagapay ng karaniwang pamilyang Pilipino sa harap ng hirap

- **Joaquin, Jeremiah Joven**
  - Bayesianism and the idea of scientific rationality
  - Gripaldo and Mabaquiao on Filipino philosophy: a critical assessment of two attempts to establish a Filipino philosophy
  - Interfaith dialogue as child's play or dialogue as servitude: some reflections on the Markan theology of servitude
  - Moral talk exposed: an introduction to the problems of metaethics
  - The phenomenon called religion: reflection on the essence of religion from man's viewpoint
  - Theorice, quaestio, and disputatio in medieval metaphysics
  - Why the beautiful can be good: Nussbaum and Posner for and against ethical criticism
  - Wittgenstein on the happy life

- **Juan, Florina Orillos**
  - Ang proyektong Chico River Hydroelectric Dam: hamon ng kaunlaran at reaksyong bayan 1965-1986

- **Lagman, Oscar P., Jr.**
  - To take a stand. Cheer, cheer for old De La Salle

- **Lajom, Jennifer Ann**
  - Barkadahan: a study of peer group norms and values among Filipino adolescents

- **Lara, Xavier E.**
  - Using the social change model in LEaD to develop student leaders for social change

- **Liongson, Jose Luis**
  - The arts manager-realities of business and the nature of art

- **Luzon, Katrina S.**
  - Coeno guides scleractinian identification guides
  - Morphological and DNA sequence analysis of the cytochrome oxidase (cox1) of a new record of Acropora in Lian, Batangas and Bolinao, Pangasinan
  - New record of scleractinian coral in the Philippines: Euphyllia paragabrescens
  - Nuclear and mtDNA genes suggest polyphyletic origin of species in the genus Euphyllia
  - Spatial diversity of coral reef communities in Sulu Sea marine corridors
• Llorente, Cesar A.
  • Event driven reconfigurable architecture for real-time multiple human motion tracking and profiling
  • Integrating FPGA design flow in teaching computer architecture in the undergraduate computer engineering curriculum

• Madrona, Christopher V.
  • Networked printer configuration using D-link print server

• Malabed, Raymond S.
  • Characterization of malunggay (Moringa oleifera) glucosinolates

• Manalo, Marivic V.
  • Comparing project prioritization method and net present value method of capital rationing using Kendall's tau distance

• Maningas, Ismael Ireneo
  • Interreligious dialogue since second vatican council by Ismael Ireneo Maningas

• Mansukhani, Roseann Tan
  • Adolescent identity in the context of the Filipino family
  • Conceptions of wisdom across the lifespan
  • Development of a teaching module in introduction of psychology
  • Expectations and resources in different contexts of development : towards positive developmental outcomes among Filipino youth
  • Reminiscence among the elderly : content, context, and function
  • Spirituality and the development of positive character among Filipino adolescents
  • The concept of marriage among Filipino youth
  • The nature of spirituality among adolescents

• Marfori, Isidro, III
  • Cross-flow turbine manufacturing manual

• Masilungan, Reodel
  • Documents and records control training
  • Foreign exchange students orientation power point presentation, 2nd term, AY 2010-2011,
  • Pre-arrival guidelines and procedures
  • Presentation materials for University Cooperation Program for International Network 2005
  • Strengthening internationalization of higher education through UMAP model

• Metin, Christian Voltaire
  • The common fate principle according to Paul
  • Towards a theology of the cup insights about the cup of blood of the (new) covenant in the synoptic gospels' narrative of the Passover meal

• Miranda, Jesus, Jr.
  • Education : the Dominican charism and mission
  • Preferences in selecting a subject coordinator as perceived by the Angelicum College facilitators : a grounded theory research

• Mojica, Leonisa
  • An investigation on the writing problems and actual writing deficiencies of EPL learners in the beginners level
  • Reiterations in ESL learners' academic papers : do they contribute to lexical cohesiveness?
  • Self-reported writing concerns of advanced EFL learners : are they process-or product-oriented?

• Ona, Sherwin
  • Buklod : a prototype utilizing web and mobile technologies for community development and I-tanim: encouraging agricultural productivity and stakeholder participation through ICT

• Ong, Harvey T.
  • Business pressures, organizational responses, and IT support among the top corporation in Metro Manila
  • Perceived advantages and disadvantages of using Management Information System (MIS) among the top corporations in Metro Manila, Philippines

• Ong, Jaime S.
  • The view from Taft. Women of generous proportions

• Pacis, Carla
  • Birdflight
  • Encore el negro
  • Juan Luna : patriot and painter
  • Mayroon akong alagang puno
  • O.C.W. : a young boy's search for his mother
  • Of jars and weaves, terraces and beads : icons of our living culture
  • Owl friends
  • Tales from Sulu
  • There's a snake in the house [may ahas sa loob ng bahay]
  • Water in the ring of fire

• Peñaflor, Janice D.C.
  • DLSU computer science print collection : an assessment

• Perez, Mari Minapearl D.
  • Amazing CGC race
  • Compendium for the youth & poverty research project component no. 1 : examining poverty among Filipino youth using pathways to development and intervention approaches to risk and positive outcome
  • Documentation and evaluation of enrichment talk : I gotta feeling : loving ... caring ... growing together
  • The guidance tests of the Miriam College Guidance Center
  • Guide for administration of first year guidance tests
  • Inventory of student's concerns
  • Local literature on Filipino youth & Filipino youth development
  • The role of values in decision making
  • Theme: I live integrating my values to Lead an Empowered Life

• Que, Margaret
  • Managing for society. Truth in advertising
  • Higit pa sa globo at mapa : ang papel ng geograpiya sa pananaliksik at pagtuturo ng kasaysayan

• Quimbo, Katrina Tuvera
  • A passing life : women's bodies, women's lives
  • Independence Day : Pinay autobiographical narratives by women writers, 1926-1998
  • The last day: a novel

• Razon, Luis
  • Alternative crops for biodiesel feedstock
  • Net energy analysis of the production of biodiesel and biogas from the microalgae : Haematococcus pluvialis and...
Nannochloropsis

- **Roxas, Nicanor R., Jr.**
  - The relationship of poverty and spatial accessibility: the case of two provinces in the Philippines

- **Rubio, Kristine Paula M.**
  - Advance campus training for La Sallian Ambassadors

- **Saavedra, Lloyd B.**
  - Asset testing checklist

- **Salcedo, Francis Xavier**
  - Christianity is loving like Jesus

- **Sarmiento, Ramon Felipe**
  - Heritage lost: the case of the SJC Chapel
  - Mamay Ingga as para-bulong: tensions in negotiating identity in a woman traditional healer
  - Pantomina, Catandunganon version: choreographing identity and the politics of dance in insular Bikol
  - Sosyudad and kalamidad: indigenous voluntary associations in typhoon-prone Catanduanes
  - The telling and retelling of the finding of the Dolor Sacred Stone: an analysis of a religious legend

- **Serrano, Denise Jannah**
  - Bilateral labor agreements and trade in services: defining the linkages international political economy of climate change

- **Siapno, Joanna O.**
  - A survey of the status of Filipiniana rare books in selected institutions in Metro Manila - Part 1
  - A survey on the status of Filipiniana rare books in selected institutions in Metro Manila - Part 2
  - Going back to the basics: making traditional library services relevant to web-empowered users

- **Sta. Agueda, Joseph Rey H.**
  - Presentation of matrix solutions to mesh analysis and nodal analysis experiments

- **Torres, Jose Victor**
  - Building a city: Intramuros and the galleon trade
  - The Aves de Rapina libel case: a retrospect on the centennial of a case against press freedom

- **Trogo, Rhia**
  - A framework for adaptive and empathic response system in an ambient intelligent space
  - Machine learning techniques applied in activity and action prediction for an empathic space using context

- **Trono, Jade D.**
  - Cellular uptake of gold nanoparticles into normal and cancer cells
  - Micro-CT evaluation of gold nanoparticles for application in in-vivo imaging
  - Size, concentration and incubation time dependence of gold nanoparticle uptake into pancreas cancer cells and its future application to x-ray drug delivery system
  - Study on diagnostic and therapeutic application x-ray DDS using gold and platinum nanoparticles
  - Temperature uptake dependence of gold nanoparticles into pancreas cancer cells

- **Valladolid, Violeta**
  - An evaluation of the teaching-learning process: a transformative learning set-up
  - An evaluation of the teaching-learning processes in hybrid classes
  - The teaching-learning process in the transformative learning set-up: an evaluation of its implementation and initial outcomes

- **Yabut, Homer**
  - Filipino working adolescents’ conceptions of work
  - The phenomenology of forgiving another person

- **Yasa, Teresa**
  - Becoming gift: a classic grounded theory of charism in sectarian institutions in the Philippines
  - Living the Dominican charism in education in the Philippines, Philippiniana, Sacra

---
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